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10 LEGAL TIPS  
EVERY ENTREPRENEUR SHOULD KNOW  

1. DOUBLE CHECK AND SECURE YOUR BRAND NAME  
• Pick an original name for your venture  
• Ensure that your name is not confusingly similar to any existing business names — especially 

businesses that provide similar goods and services to you  
• If there are no conflicts, then you will own the exclusive right to use the name in commerce and can 

prevent others from using your name 
• Your name is your “trademark" and you own the trademark just by using it in commerce. If your name 

is not officially registered as a trademark, priority to the name is based on whoever is first to actually 
use the name in commerce within a particular geographic region. If the mark is registered, you are 
entitled to nation-wide priority, so long as you are the first to use the name in commerce anywhere in 
the United States.  

• Officially registering your trademark with the government is an important step to securing your 
ownership to the mark as it gives notice to the world that you own the mark and entitles you to a legal 
presumption of trademark ownership.  

2. KNOW YOUR ENTITY  
You can conduct business as an individual or through a separate legal entity. Different entities have 
different pros and cons and some are better suited for different types of businesses. Some common 
business entity types include:  

Sole Proprietor — Doing business as an individual. Not a separate legal entity. No limited liability 
protection. If anything goes wrong, your personal assets are at risk. May be ok for low income, low risk, 
ventures. Still need necessary licenses and permits.  

Corporation (S-Corp) — Separate legal entities with limited liability protection. Must have less than 35 
shareholders and can only have one class of stock. Enjoys pass through taxation. Generally good for 
small companies with just a few owners that do not need a complex business structure.  

Corporation (C-Corp) — Separate legal entity with limited liability protection. Can have unlimited 
shareholders and different classes of stock. Subject to double-taxation. Good for companies seeking 
investors or looking to go public.  

Limited Liability Company (LLC) - Separate legal entity with limited liability protection. Can have 
unlimited owners and different classes of ownership. Owners can choose there own tax classification (i.e. 
disregarded entity, partnership, S-Corp, C-Corp). Offers more flexibility in business structure than 
corporations but is less efficient for companies seeking investors.  

In the spirit of legal tip #10, this is just a basic summary of  
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3. UPKEEP YOUR COMPANY  
Once you create a new legal entity, you need to ensure you take the appropriate steps to ensure the 
entity remains in good-standing. Some important steps include:  

• Keep business licenses and permits current (check with local city/county clerk)  
• File your statement of information with the Secretary of State (every two years)  
• Pay all local, state, and federal taxes, including annual franchise tax  
• Sign contracts as your company, not as an individual  
• Keep personal and business finances separate  
• Maintain company records of meetings, bylaws, finances, and resolutions  

4. HAVE AN AGREEMENT WITH YOUR BUSINESS PARTNERS 
It is extremely important to have a written agreement with your business partners. This may be an 
operating agreement, a shareholder agreement, a partnership agreement, or other type of contract 
depending on the nature of your relationship. A few common terms include:  

• Ownership percentages 
• Decision making power  
• Financial distributions  
• Restrictions on transfers of ownership interest  
• Ownership of intellectual property  
• Dispute resolution  

5. GET IT IN WRITING 
Oral contracts are enforceable but you need evidence that an agreement occurred. If the circumstances 
don’t allow for a formal contract, at least confirm the basic terms of your agreement in writing. Can be 
done through an e-mail, text message, or any other writing where both parties confirm the deal. 

6. KNOW WHAT YOU ARE SIGNING  
There can be lots of terms in contracts and they all mean something! Don’t sign anything that you don't 
fully understand. A few examples of common contract terms include:  

Term — How long are you bound by the deal?  
Goods and Services — What goods or services are being exchanged?  
Intellectual Property Ownership — If there is intellectual property involved in the agreement, who will 
own it?  
Exclusivity — Does the agreement restrict your right to engage in other activities or contracts?  
Indemnification / Limited Liability — Who will be responsible for paying for damages if something 
goes wrong and how much liability is accepted by each party?  
Confidentiality — Is there information that you must protect from disclosure?  
Jurisdiction / Dispute Resolution — If there is a dispute, where will the conflict be resolved and what 
laws will apply? Does the contract restrict the methods of dispute resolution you can use?  

In the spirit of legal tip #10, this is just a basic summary of  
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7. OWN YOUR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY  
You have a propriety right to your intellectual property! You can exploit it for profit and prevent others 
from using it. Some common types of intellectual property include:  

Trademarks — Your branding identity. Can be your business name, logos, slogans, name of a particular 
product or product lines, or other unique branding titles.  
Copyrights — Creative works. Examples include writings, images, songs, videos, choreography, certain 
designs, and computer code.  
Patents — Inventions. Can be physical, software, design, or biological.  
Trade Secrets — Company secrets with commercial value. Common examples include customer lists, 
secret recipes, and secret methods or processes.  

8. KNOW YOUR HIRING CLASSIFICATIONS  
Unpaid Interns — Must be an educational experience for the intern. Ideally they should be getting 
school credit. They cannot be hired instead of hiring other workers. If anything they should sometimes 
be a drain on your business due to the time you take to educate them.  
Independent Contractors — 1099 workers who provide goods and services with a higher level of 
autonomy from your business (i.e. you are their client). They are simply paid for their goods or services 
and are not subject to many of the requirements employers must abide by for employees. However, if 
you exert too much control in your relationship with the worker, the government may determine that 
they are an employee and you will be subject to normal rules for employers.  
Employees — W2 workers who you exert higher level of control over. Requires that you abide by 
employer rules, including holding workers compensation insurance and paying appropriate taxes on 
wages.  

9. HOOK UP WITH IMMIGRATION VISAS 
Talent is global. The government allows you to hire the best person for your job — even if they are not a 
U.S. Citizen. You can sponsor these workers with various types of visas. Entrepreneurs can also obtain 
their own visas for running a business in the U.S. Some common visas include:  

E-2 - Non-immigrant visa for an individual who wants to start their own business here in the U.S. 
L-1 - Non-immigrant visa for an individual transferring from an overseas business to work for or establish 
that same business (or a subsidiary) in the U.S. 
H-1B - Non-immigrant visa for an individual being sponsored by a company/business in the U.S. 
O-1 - Non-immigrant visa for an extraordinary individual. 

10. MANAGE YOUR RISKS 
Assess the risks of your venture. What liabilities are you exposed to and what can you do to mitigate 
those risks? Common ways of mitigating risks include:  

• Holding appropriate insurance with sufficient coverage  
• Limiting liability through terms of service, privacy policies, disclaimers, waivers, or other agreements 

with your customer base and business affiliates  
• Developing internal systems that standardize best practices to minimize risk 
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